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Maoming Trip Studio Reflections 

 Being in China for the first time was a mind blowing experience for me. Everyone talks about the amount of 

people there, not to mention the air pollution, but I didn’t fully comprehend it until our arrival. Guangzhou and Hong 

Kong are massive cities. There is an organized chaos to both, that somehow allows the cities to exist and be what 

they are. Traveling to the “small country city of 7 million” of Maoming, scale was the most immediate factor that 

presented itself. 

 This semester in studio, we have come to look at this Shuidong Bay New Town and the proposed ring city, 

including the peninsula, at an almost intimate level. Our proposals relying on facts that we only hoped were true. 

Most of our assumptions were correct, but one thing that stuck out to me was how big the actual peninsula was. 

Looking at it in plan and topography on a computer screen and on print outs is not the same as being physically 

present on the site. The amount of development already being done stuck out to me as well. Buildings on a figure 

ground do not relay the quality of the building, or the lack of quality. Many of the current buildings have also been 

abandoned, which was important for my group moving forward to recognize as we can figure out which areas are 

most susceptible to infill development, and which areas can be completely redeveloped.  

 Exploring the natural features that we knew were there was interesting. Knowing the location of things on a 

map does not address the quality at all. Walking along the beach towards the mountain was quite nice and that trail 

could be so much more. It could extend and do a better job of connecting the island as a whole, which is something 

our group had proposed, with a series of these connecting trails and parks. Visiting the northeast side, however, was 

a different story. Walking along the shore near the port and seeing the receding ocean and through the pollution and 

sewage, it’s hard to imagine that area becoming a green belt for the ring city. Further in, the mangroves were really 

beautiful and could also be turned into something more appealing; currently they are shut in by a levee. The proposal 

our group made of bringing the mangrove further in the island on a gentle slope could actually work and would 

benefit the area, especially the proposed green belt. This was pretty much shot down, as the lands to the north have 

already been sold to a developer. One factor that effects the natural features is the weather. During our trip, the sky 

was grey and overcast and the air was very humid. Not very nice weather for a tourist destination, but that is 

something that we obviously have no control over. 

 The peninsula was a lot more developed than I think any of us had imagined. The way it has been 

developed thus far, however, seems to be without a cohesive master plan has mostly been about selling off particular 

parcels of land to developers and letting them do with it as they please. In order for the peninsula to function as a 

tourist destination and a government center, there needs to be some sort of general vision, which I think they have, 

but there has not yet been steps to make the vision a reality.  

 The meetings with the city officials were informative. The difference in perception of time from the way we 

view things in the United States was completely different. It really stood out to me that the head planner talked about 

implementing a light rail system “in the far future; 3-5 years”. In Atlanta planning time, that would be the very near 

future. Understanding what they want and what the island needs and how those things can meet is what we need to 

think about moving forward with this project on the final push.  

 


